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A new range of Belden  
enclosures meets the unique 
requirements of network 
managers by providing a cost 
effective solution, designed 
for ease of installation whilst 
ensuring reliable protection  
for sensitive electronic  
equipment.

•  Save time with flexible, versatile and  
easy-to-install solutions that work  
without fuss

•  Keep down costs of installation,  
maintenance and overall footprint yet 
provide reliable protection for your  
sensitive electronic equipment

•  Achieve maximum uptime thanks to  
these enclosures’ significant contribution  
to your network’s overall reliability

To complement its family of networking  
products, Belden has introduced a series of 
modular enclosures, fully compatible with all 
Belden copper and fibre IBDN connectivity 
products, including patch panels, patch cords, 
as well as pre-terminated copper and fiber 
solutions.

Fully compatible with the new range of  
Belden Power Distribution Units (PDUs) and 
Belden PatchPro®, Belden’s intelligent patching 
system, these modular enclosures are designed 
for maximum convenience. They are ready to 
underpin any network’s cooling, cabling and 
power management performance in terms of 
infrastructure and unit configuration, as well 
as the integration of accessories.

As the supplier of the industry’s most flexible  
and reliable solutions, Belden has created these  
enclosures so they can be used as part of a 
fully integrated Belden IBDN solution, in which 
all components work together seamlessly. 
Moreover a fully bundled Belden solution 
ensures that users receive dependable service 

and superior support from the most trusted 
name in the industry.

Applications

This series of enclosures is designed to provide 
the flexibility and versatility needed to house 
and protect delicate electronic equipment,  
and allow the right amount of room needed 
for maximum functionality. They fully support 
the quality and reliability of networking  
applications, ranging from the enterprise to 
data centers.

A Greener Alternative

The Belden range of enclosures are based on 
a flat packed design enabling easy on-site 
handling. Whilst delivering the same strength, 
quality and performance as pre-assembled 
flat-packed units help to save on packaging, 
storage and transportation costs, thus 
reducing the products’ overall impact on the 
environment enclosures.

Your Benefits

New Belden enclosures provide a flexible  
solution, that can be fully adapted to the 
needs of a particular application. Moreover  
the enclosures offer a cost-effective  
solution, as they are easy to install and make 
maximum use of available space. They are 
designed to make a significant contribution 
to any network’s overall reliability, ensuring 
maximum uptime throughout the network’s 
lifecycle.
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Enclosures

Belden® introduces a series of  

enclosures that deliver cost  

savings and improve efficiency  

through enhanced cable  

management and ease of  

installation

Part Number Description

EDAP1311 Blanking panel 1RU, light grey with plastic pins

EDAP1321 Blanking panel 2RU, light grey with plastic pins

EDAP1331 Blanking panel 3RU, light grey with plastic pins

EDAP1011 Blanking panel 1RU, light grey with cage nuts

EDAP1021 Blanking panel 2RU, light grey with cage nuts

EDAP1031 Blanking panel 3RU, light grey with cage nuts

9910-0100PL-02 Blanking Panel Plastic 1RU, central office white

9910-0200PL-02 Blanking Panel Plastic 2RU, central office white

EDAP3311 Cable entry panel 1RU with brush strip, light grey

EDAP3312 Cable entry panel 1RU with brush strip, black

EDAP4111 Cable management panel 1RU, light grey with 5 x big rings 

EDAP4131 Cable management panel 1RU, light grey with 5 x small rings 

EDAC1210 Cable management ring 60 x 30 mm for installation into 9 x 9 mm holes

EDAC1230 Cable management ring 30 x 30 mm for installation into 9 x 9 mm holes

EDAC3100 Cage nut set (4 pcs)

EDAC3200 Cage nut set (20 pcs)

EDAC3300 Cage nut set (50 pcs)

EDAB3110 Levelling feet (4 pcs)

EDAB4120 Casters max. load 800 kg (4 pcs)

EDAC6010 Adhesive marking strip max. 47RU

EDAC2270 Baying kit (set of 4 T25 screws & nuts) with sealing tape

EDAC2280 Baying kit (set of 4 T25 screws & nuts) without sealing tape

EDAC5152 Cable entry brushes 370 x 90 mm

EDAC5162 Cable entry brushes 300 x 70 mm

EDAC4110 Earthing rail horizontal 19", solid copper 5 x 20 mm

EDAC4120 Earthing rail vertical 42RU, solid copper 5 x 20 mm

EDAC4200 Earthing clamp

EDAC4300 Signal earthing on 19" DIN Rail 

EDAC7122 Hook on Hinges Right

EDAB1011 Stabilizers (for 800 kg), light grey

EDAF1022 Top (bottom) fan unit, 2 fans 220V/30W, thermostat 

EDAF1042 Top (bottom) fan unit, 4 fans 220V/60W, thermostat 

EDAF1062 Top (bottom) fan unit, 6 fans 220V/90W, thermostat 

Note: Light grey items are also available in black by replacing the last items’ digit from 1 (light grey) to 2 (black)

Accessories

About Belden

Belden Inc., a global leader in high quality, end-to-end signal transmission solutions, 
delivers a comprehensive product portfolio designed to meet the mission-critical 
network infrastructure needs of industrial, enterprise and broadcast markets. With 
innovative solutions targeted at reliable and secure transmission of rapidly growing 
amounts of data, audio and video needed for today’s applications, Belden is at the 
center of the global transformation to a connected world. Founded in 1902, the  
company is headquartered in St. Louis, USA, and has manufacturing capabilities in 
North and South America, Europe and Asia.

For more information, visit us at www.beldensolutions.com and follow us on 
Twitter@BeldenInc.

EDAB1011, Anti tipping stabilizers

EDAF1042, Fan unit with 4 fans

EDAC4200 (left) and EDAC4120, Earthing accessories

EDAC5152 and EDAC5162, Cable entry brushes

EDAP1321, Blanking panel

EDAP5161, 19“ Shelf 150 kg max
EDAC6010, Rack unit marking

Part Number Description

EDAB2681 Bases 600 x 800 mm, 1300 kg max., light grey

EDAB2611 Bases 600 x 1000 mm, 1300 kg max., light grey

EDAB2621 Bases 600 x 1200 mm, 1300 kg max., light grey

EDAB2881 Bases 800 x 800 mm, 1300 kg max., light grey

EDAB2811 Bases 800 x 1000 mm, 1300 kg max., light grey

EDAB2821 Bases 800 x 1200 mm, 1300 kg max., light grey

EDAP5141 Shelf 450 mm deep, 150 kg max., light grey

EDAP5151 Shelf 550 mm deep, 150 kg max., light grey

EDAP5161 Shelf 650 mm deep, 150 kg max., light grey

EDAP5171 Shelf 750 mm deep, 150 kg max., light grey

EDAP5181 Shelf 850 mm deep, 150 kg max., light grey

EDAP5191 Shelf 950 mm deep, 150 kg max., light grey

Note: Light grey items are also available in black by replacing the last items’ digit from 1 (light grey) to 2 (black)

Accessories

EDAB2881, Bases with cable entries
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Used as an integral part of 
a Belden network solution,  
this new range of enclosures  
can support the overall 
efficiency and reliability of 
an IBDN data network.

Racks and Enclosures

Benefits at a Glance

Available in both light grey and black, the new range of enclosures offers the following features:

•  Frame 
– Available in two heights: 42 and 47RU 
– 600 and 800 mm wide 
– Depth sizes: 800, 1000 and 1200 mm 
– Maximum load capacity: 800 kg 
– Castors are rated to maximum of 800 kg load 
– Anti-Tipping mechanism and bases are available 
– Flat packed

•  Rails 
– Convenient RU marking 
– Square holes for mounting with cage nuts

 –  Adjustable mounting rails: both front and rear vertical mounting rails are fully adjustable 
with clear indication for easy straight forward installation

•  Doors 
– Toolless removal of door 
–  Reversible door swing is possible in field. As standard the doors are shipped left hand  

opening, a tool and right hand hinge is required to swap opening side
  – Steel doors: available for 42 and 47RU both 600 and 800 mm width ranges  

– Double doors for small rooms available for 42 and 47RU in 800 mm
 –  Glass (tempered safety glass): strengthens door and enhances the overall appearance;  

no static discharge, made with non-combustible material, tinted bronze glass, is non-scratch 
and easy to clean

 – Mesh doors for 80% ventilation
 – Flat handles with key locking mechanism to prevent malicious access

•  Side panels 
– For left and right side quick access (secure access with key) 
– Quick disconnect lift-off side panels with flush surface lock; lock on side panels are recessed

 –  Available in both 42 and 47RU in all depths (800 mm deep has one full length side panel,  
1000 mm deep has two full length side panels, 1200 mm deep has three full length side panels)

 – Side panels overlap for better sealing of the cabinet
 – Robust side panels

•  Cable access 
–  Top cover has entry points for easy configuration to match customers’ needs with covers  

and brushes to enclose the cable entry points
 –  Top cover also has knock out panels for cable access and a plastic strip can be supplied  

to prevent cable damage
 – Bottom of rack is open, allowing easy cable access

•  Cable management 
–  Vertical Cable Management: removable cable management rings that can be inserted into  

the rails or frame within the enclosure

Ordering Matrix for EDF Series

Note: •  Double doors (options 4, 5, 6) are not available for 600 mm 
width, but can only be selected for 800 mm wide enclosure.

 •  Doors 1, 2 and 3 are hinged as standard on the left side.
 •  Enclosures standard supplied with Two Side Panels, Cable 

Entry Top Cover and No Bottom Cover.

Enclosure Type

# Description

EDF Datastyle Flatpack

Width

# Description

6 600 mm

8 800 mm

Depth

# Description

8 800 mm

1 1000 mm

2 1200 mm

Top Cover

# Description

2 Cable Entry Cover

Bottom Cover

# Description

0 No Bottom Cover

Frame Height

# Description

42 42RU high (2000 mm)

47 47RU high (2200 mm)

Front Door

# Description

1 Solid left

2 Glass left

3 Perforated left

4 Double Solid

5 Double Glass

6 Double Perforated

Rear Door

# Description

1 Solid left

2 Glass left

3 Perforated left

4 Double Solid

5 Double Glass

6 Double Perforated

Side Panel

# Description

0 No Sides

2 Both Sides

Color

# Description

1 Light Grey RAL 7035

2 Black RAL 9005

EDF 42 8 8 2 1 2 0 2 1

Part Number Example: EDF4288212021

Flatpack Enclosure: 42RU 800 x 800 mm, Glass Front Door & Solid Rear Door, Cable Entry Top Cover and No Bottom Cover, 2 Side Panels,  
Light Grey. Max. load capacity is 800 kg. Including Leveling feet.

Examples for Part Numbers

Part Number Description

EDF4268212021 Flatpack Enclosure 42RUx High 600 x 800, Door: Glass left door & Solid left door, Cable Entry Top cover/No Bottom cover/Two Side panel, Light Grey

EDF4261332022 Flatpack Enclosure 42RUx High 600 x 1000, Door: Perforated left door & Perforated left door, Cable Entry Top cover/No Bottom cover/Two Side panels, Black

EDF4262212021 Flatpack Enclosure 42RUx High 600 x 1200, Door: Glass left door & Solid left door, Cable Entry Top cover/No Bottom cover/Two Side panels, Light Grey

EDF4288362022 Flatpack Enclosure 42RUx High 800 x 800, Door: Perforated left door & Double perforated door, Cable Entry Top cover/No Bottom cover/Two Side panels, Black

EDF4288242021 Flatpack Enclosure 42RUx High 800 x 800, Door: Glass left door & Double solid door, Cable Entry Top cover/No Bottom cover/Two Side panels, Light Grey

EDF4281362022 Flatpack Enclosure 42RUx High 800 x 1000, Door: Perforated left door & Double perforated door, Cable Entry Top cover/No Bottom cover/Two Side panels, Black

EDF4281242021 Flatpack Enclosure 42RUx High 800 x 1000, Door: Glass left door & Double solid door, Cable Entry Top cover/No Bottom cover/Two Side panels, Light Grey

EDF4282312022 Flatpack Enclosure 42RUx High 800 x 1200, Door: Perforated left door & Solid left door, Cable Entry Top cover/No Bottom cover/Two Side panels, Black

EDF4282242021 Flatpack Enclosure 42RUx High 800 x 1200, Door: Glass left door & Double solid door, Cable Entry Top cover/No Bottom cover/Two Side panels, Light Grey

EDF4768132022 Flatpack Enclosure 47RUx High 600 x 800, Door: Solid left door & Perforated left door, Cable Entry Top cover/No Bottom cover/Two Side panels, Black

EDF4761232021 Flatpack Enclosure 47RUx High 600 x 1000, Door: Glass left door & Perforated left door, Cable Entry Top cover/No Bottom cover/Two Side panels, Light Grey

EDF4762212022 Flatpack Enclosure 47RUx High 600 x 1200, Door: Glass left door & Solid left door, Cable Entry Top cover/No Bottom cover/Two Side panels, Black

Width (mm) 600 800

Depth (mm) 800 1000 1200 800 1000 1200

Height (RU) 42 47 42 47 42 47 42 47 42 47 42 47

Height Outer Dimension (mm) 2000 2200 2000 2200 2000 2200 2000 2200 2000 2200 2000 2200

Height Inner Door Opening (mm) 1880 2080 1880 2080 1880 2080 1880 2080 1880 2080 1880 2080

Width Outer Dimension (mm) 600 600 600 800 800 800

Width Inner Door Opening (mm) 505 505 505 705 705 705

Depth Outer Dimension (mm) 827 1027 1227 827 1027 1227

Depth Usable For Mounting (mm)* 570 770 970 570 770 970

Net Weight Range (kg)** 96-108 108-120 108-120 118-134 121-132 131-148 100-123 108-131 112-135 122-145 125-148 135-159

Maximum Load Capacity (kg) 800 800

Double Doors Available No Yes

*   Distance from most-front of the mounting rail to most-rear mounting rail
**  Weight range depends on door types

Specification Table R&E

High quality flat 
handles with 
locks to prevent  
malicious access

• Easy removable side panels
• Earthing wires easy to disconnect
•  Adjustable mounting rails with  

clear indications

Height:
2000 mm

Width: 800 mm

Depth:  
827 mm

Dimensions of frame 42RU 800 x 800 mm
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Part Number Description

EDF4268212021 Flatpack Enclosure 42RUx High 600 x 800, Door: Glass left door & Solid left door, Cable Entry Top cover/No Bottom cover/Two Side panel, Light Grey

EDF4261332022 Flatpack Enclosure 42RUx High 600 x 1000, Door: Perforated left door & Perforated left door, Cable Entry Top cover/No Bottom cover/Two Side panels, Black

EDF4262212021 Flatpack Enclosure 42RUx High 600 x 1200, Door: Glass left door & Solid left door, Cable Entry Top cover/No Bottom cover/Two Side panels, Light Grey

EDF4288362022 Flatpack Enclosure 42RUx High 800 x 800, Door: Perforated left door & Double perforated door, Cable Entry Top cover/No Bottom cover/Two Side panels, Black

EDF4288242021 Flatpack Enclosure 42RUx High 800 x 800, Door: Glass left door & Double solid door, Cable Entry Top cover/No Bottom cover/Two Side panels, Light Grey
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A new range of Belden  
enclosures meets the unique 
requirements of network 
managers by providing a cost 
effective solution, designed 
for ease of installation whilst 
ensuring reliable protection  
for sensitive electronic  
equipment.

•  Save time with flexible, versatile and  
easy-to-install solutions that work  
without fuss

•  Keep down costs of installation,  
maintenance and overall footprint yet 
provide reliable protection for your  
sensitive electronic equipment

•  Achieve maximum uptime thanks to  
these enclosures’ significant contribution  
to your network’s overall reliability

To complement its family of networking  
products, Belden has introduced a series of 
modular enclosures, fully compatible with all 
Belden copper and fibre IBDN connectivity 
products, including patch panels, patch cords, 
as well as pre-terminated copper and fiber 
solutions.

Fully compatible with the new range of  
Belden Power Distribution Units (PDUs) and 
Belden PatchPro®, Belden’s intelligent patching 
system, these modular enclosures are designed 
for maximum convenience. They are ready to 
underpin any network’s cooling, cabling and 
power management performance in terms of 
infrastructure and unit configuration, as well 
as the integration of accessories.

As the supplier of the industry’s most flexible  
and reliable solutions, Belden has created these  
enclosures so they can be used as part of a 
fully integrated Belden IBDN solution, in which 
all components work together seamlessly. 
Moreover a fully bundled Belden solution 
ensures that users receive dependable service 

and superior support from the most trusted 
name in the industry.

Applications

This series of enclosures is designed to provide 
the flexibility and versatility needed to house 
and protect delicate electronic equipment,  
and allow the right amount of room needed 
for maximum functionality. They fully support 
the quality and reliability of networking  
applications, ranging from the enterprise to 
data centers.

A Greener Alternative

The Belden range of enclosures are based on 
a flat packed design enabling easy on-site 
handling. Whilst delivering the same strength, 
quality and performance as pre-assembled 
flat-packed units help to save on packaging, 
storage and transportation costs, thus 
reducing the products’ overall impact on the 
environment enclosures.

Your Benefits

New Belden enclosures provide a flexible  
solution, that can be fully adapted to the 
needs of a particular application. Moreover  
the enclosures offer a cost-effective  
solution, as they are easy to install and make 
maximum use of available space. They are 
designed to make a significant contribution 
to any network’s overall reliability, ensuring 
maximum uptime throughout the network’s 
lifecycle.
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Enclosures

Belden® introduces a series of  

enclosures that deliver cost  

savings and improve efficiency  

through enhanced cable  

management and ease of  

installation

Part Number Description

EDAP1311 Blanking panel 1RU, light grey with plastic pins

EDAP1321 Blanking panel 2RU, light grey with plastic pins

EDAP1331 Blanking panel 3RU, light grey with plastic pins

EDAP1011 Blanking panel 1RU, light grey with cage nuts

EDAP1021 Blanking panel 2RU, light grey with cage nuts

EDAP1031 Blanking panel 3RU, light grey with cage nuts

9910-0100PL-02 Blanking Panel Plastic 1RU, central office white

9910-0200PL-02 Blanking Panel Plastic 2RU, central office white

EDAP3311 Cable entry panel 1RU with brush strip, light grey

EDAP3312 Cable entry panel 1RU with brush strip, black

EDAP4111 Cable management panel 1RU, light grey with 5 x big rings 

EDAP4131 Cable management panel 1RU, light grey with 5 x small rings 

EDAC1210 Cable management ring 60 x 30 mm for installation into 9 x 9 mm holes

EDAC1230 Cable management ring 30 x 30 mm for installation into 9 x 9 mm holes

EDAC3100 Cage nut set (4 pcs)

EDAC3200 Cage nut set (20 pcs)

EDAC3300 Cage nut set (50 pcs)

EDAB3110 Levelling feet (4 pcs)

EDAB4120 Casters max. load 800 kg (4 pcs)

EDAC6010 Adhesive marking strip max. 47RU

EDAC2270 Baying kit (set of 4 T25 screws & nuts) with sealing tape

EDAC2280 Baying kit (set of 4 T25 screws & nuts) without sealing tape

EDAC5152 Cable entry brushes 370 x 90 mm

EDAC5162 Cable entry brushes 300 x 70 mm

EDAC4110 Earthing rail horizontal 19", solid copper 5 x 20 mm

EDAC4120 Earthing rail vertical 42RU, solid copper 5 x 20 mm

EDAC4200 Earthing clamp

EDAC4300 Signal earthing on 19" DIN Rail 

EDAC7122 Hook on Hinges Right

EDAB1011 Stabilizers (for 800 kg), light grey

EDAF1022 Top (bottom) fan unit, 2 fans 220V/30W, thermostat 

EDAF1042 Top (bottom) fan unit, 4 fans 220V/60W, thermostat 

EDAF1062 Top (bottom) fan unit, 6 fans 220V/90W, thermostat 

Note: Light grey items are also available in black by replacing the last items’ digit from 1 (light grey) to 2 (black)

Accessories

About Belden

Belden Inc., a global leader in high quality, end-to-end signal transmission solutions, 
delivers a comprehensive product portfolio designed to meet the mission-critical 
network infrastructure needs of industrial, enterprise and broadcast markets. With 
innovative solutions targeted at reliable and secure transmission of rapidly growing 
amounts of data, audio and video needed for today’s applications, Belden is at the 
center of the global transformation to a connected world. Founded in 1902, the  
company is headquartered in St. Louis, USA, and has manufacturing capabilities in 
North and South America, Europe and Asia.

For more information, visit us at www.beldensolutions.com and follow us on 
Twitter@BeldenInc.

EDAB1011, Anti tipping stabilizers

EDAF1042, Fan unit with 4 fans

EDAC4200 (left) and EDAC4120, Earthing accessories

EDAC5152 and EDAC5162, Cable entry brushes

EDAP1321, Blanking panel

EDAP5161, 19“ Shelf 150 kg max
EDAC6010, Rack unit marking

Part Number Description

EDAB2681 Bases 600 x 800 mm, 1300 kg max., light grey

EDAB2611 Bases 600 x 1000 mm, 1300 kg max., light grey

EDAB2621 Bases 600 x 1200 mm, 1300 kg max., light grey

EDAB2881 Bases 800 x 800 mm, 1300 kg max., light grey

EDAB2811 Bases 800 x 1000 mm, 1300 kg max., light grey

EDAB2821 Bases 800 x 1200 mm, 1300 kg max., light grey

EDAP5141 Shelf 450 mm deep, 150 kg max., light grey

EDAP5151 Shelf 550 mm deep, 150 kg max., light grey

EDAP5161 Shelf 650 mm deep, 150 kg max., light grey

EDAP5171 Shelf 750 mm deep, 150 kg max., light grey

EDAP5181 Shelf 850 mm deep, 150 kg max., light grey

EDAP5191 Shelf 950 mm deep, 150 kg max., light grey

Note: Light grey items are also available in black by replacing the last items’ digit from 1 (light grey) to 2 (black)

Accessories

EDAB2881, Bases with cable entries
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A new range of Belden  
enclosures meets the unique 
requirements of network 
managers by providing a cost 
effective solution, designed 
for ease of installation whilst 
ensuring reliable protection  
for sensitive electronic  
equipment.

•  Save time with flexible, versatile and  
easy-to-install solutions that work  
without fuss

•  Keep down costs of installation,  
maintenance and overall footprint yet 
provide reliable protection for your  
sensitive electronic equipment

•  Achieve maximum uptime thanks to  
these enclosures’ significant contribution  
to your network’s overall reliability

To complement its family of networking  
products, Belden has introduced a series of 
modular enclosures, fully compatible with all 
Belden copper and fibre IBDN connectivity 
products, including patch panels, patch cords, 
as well as pre-terminated copper and fiber 
solutions.

Fully compatible with the new range of  
Belden Power Distribution Units (PDUs) and 
Belden PatchPro®, Belden’s intelligent patching 
system, these modular enclosures are designed 
for maximum convenience. They are ready to 
underpin any network’s cooling, cabling and 
power management performance in terms of 
infrastructure and unit configuration, as well 
as the integration of accessories.

As the supplier of the industry’s most flexible  
and reliable solutions, Belden has created these  
enclosures so they can be used as part of a 
fully integrated Belden IBDN solution, in which 
all components work together seamlessly. 
Moreover a fully bundled Belden solution 
ensures that users receive dependable service 

and superior support from the most trusted 
name in the industry.

Applications

This series of enclosures is designed to provide 
the flexibility and versatility needed to house 
and protect delicate electronic equipment,  
and allow the right amount of room needed 
for maximum functionality. They fully support 
the quality and reliability of networking  
applications, ranging from the enterprise to 
data centers.

A Greener Alternative

The Belden range of enclosures are based on 
a flat packed design enabling easy on-site 
handling. Whilst delivering the same strength, 
quality and performance as pre-assembled 
flat-packed units help to save on packaging, 
storage and transportation costs, thus 
reducing the products’ overall impact on the 
environment enclosures.

Your Benefits

New Belden enclosures provide a flexible  
solution, that can be fully adapted to the 
needs of a particular application. Moreover  
the enclosures offer a cost-effective  
solution, as they are easy to install and make 
maximum use of available space. They are 
designed to make a significant contribution 
to any network’s overall reliability, ensuring 
maximum uptime throughout the network’s 
lifecycle.
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Belden® introduces a series of  

enclosures that deliver cost  

savings and improve efficiency  

through enhanced cable  

management and ease of  

installation

Part Number Description

EDAP1311 Blanking panel 1RU, light grey with plastic pins

EDAP1321 Blanking panel 2RU, light grey with plastic pins

EDAP1331 Blanking panel 3RU, light grey with plastic pins

EDAP1011 Blanking panel 1RU, light grey with cage nuts

EDAP1021 Blanking panel 2RU, light grey with cage nuts

EDAP1031 Blanking panel 3RU, light grey with cage nuts

9910-0100PL-02 Blanking Panel Plastic 1RU, central office white

9910-0200PL-02 Blanking Panel Plastic 2RU, central office white

EDAP3311 Cable entry panel 1RU with brush strip, light grey

EDAP3312 Cable entry panel 1RU with brush strip, black

EDAP4111 Cable management panel 1RU, light grey with 5 x big rings 

EDAP4131 Cable management panel 1RU, light grey with 5 x small rings 

EDAC1210 Cable management ring 60 x 30 mm for installation into 9 x 9 mm holes

EDAC1230 Cable management ring 30 x 30 mm for installation into 9 x 9 mm holes

EDAC3100 Cage nut set (4 pcs)

EDAC3200 Cage nut set (20 pcs)

EDAC3300 Cage nut set (50 pcs)

EDAB3110 Levelling feet (4 pcs)

EDAB4120 Casters max. load 800 kg (4 pcs)

EDAC6010 Adhesive marking strip max. 47RU

EDAC2270 Baying kit (set of 4 T25 screws & nuts) with sealing tape

EDAC2280 Baying kit (set of 4 T25 screws & nuts) without sealing tape

EDAC5152 Cable entry brushes 370 x 90 mm

EDAC5162 Cable entry brushes 300 x 70 mm

EDAC4110 Earthing rail horizontal 19", solid copper 5 x 20 mm

EDAC4120 Earthing rail vertical 42RU, solid copper 5 x 20 mm

EDAC4200 Earthing clamp

EDAC4300 Signal earthing on 19" DIN Rail 

EDAC7122 Hook on Hinges Right

EDAB1011 Stabilizers (for 800 kg), light grey

EDAF1022 Top (bottom) fan unit, 2 fans 220V/30W, thermostat 

EDAF1042 Top (bottom) fan unit, 4 fans 220V/60W, thermostat 

EDAF1062 Top (bottom) fan unit, 6 fans 220V/90W, thermostat 

Note: Light grey items are also available in black by replacing the last items’ digit from 1 (light grey) to 2 (black)

Accessories

About Belden

Belden Inc., a global leader in high quality, end-to-end signal transmission solutions, 
delivers a comprehensive product portfolio designed to meet the mission-critical 
network infrastructure needs of industrial, enterprise and broadcast markets. With 
innovative solutions targeted at reliable and secure transmission of rapidly growing 
amounts of data, audio and video needed for today’s applications, Belden is at the 
center of the global transformation to a connected world. Founded in 1902, the  
company is headquartered in St. Louis, USA, and has manufacturing capabilities in 
North and South America, Europe and Asia.

For more information, visit us at www.beldensolutions.com and follow us on 
Twitter@BeldenInc.

EDAB1011, Anti tipping stabilizers

EDAF1042, Fan unit with 4 fans

EDAC4200 (left) and EDAC4120, Earthing accessories

EDAC5152 and EDAC5162, Cable entry brushes

EDAP1321, Blanking panel

EDAP5161, 19“ Shelf 150 kg max
EDAC6010, Rack unit marking

Part Number Description

EDAB2681 Bases 600 x 800 mm, 1300 kg max., light grey

EDAB2611 Bases 600 x 1000 mm, 1300 kg max., light grey

EDAB2621 Bases 600 x 1200 mm, 1300 kg max., light grey

EDAB2881 Bases 800 x 800 mm, 1300 kg max., light grey

EDAB2811 Bases 800 x 1000 mm, 1300 kg max., light grey

EDAB2821 Bases 800 x 1200 mm, 1300 kg max., light grey

EDAP5141 Shelf 450 mm deep, 150 kg max., light grey

EDAP5151 Shelf 550 mm deep, 150 kg max., light grey

EDAP5161 Shelf 650 mm deep, 150 kg max., light grey

EDAP5171 Shelf 750 mm deep, 150 kg max., light grey

EDAP5181 Shelf 850 mm deep, 150 kg max., light grey

EDAP5191 Shelf 950 mm deep, 150 kg max., light grey

Note: Light grey items are also available in black by replacing the last items’ digit from 1 (light grey) to 2 (black)

Accessories

EDAB2881, Bases with cable entries




